Fr. Perozich comments —
Thanks to George Weigel for his points. I am not as enthusiastic
about some of them as is he.
Certainly some parents have turned to the Catholic school to escape
public school indoctrination.
While serving as a pastor I found it
necessary to have frequent meetings with the teachers, particularly those
much younger than I and especially younger principals those under 60
years of age, to teach them the basics of the faith. While they shared a
Catholic ethos, they did not know doctrine, prayers, practices.
Fortunately my school had two “seasoned” teachers, older than I, who
helped to ground them. Catholic high schools are large institutions often
out of the control of the diocese. Their diverse faculties introduce non
Catholic teachings into the curriculum and life of the students. I would not
want to waste money just to avoid some public indoctrination if the faith
was not clearly imparted. Now with the universities and high schools
promoting secular values of sexuality, race, etc, a parent needs to look
carefully at the school’s religious curriculum.
The traditional religious orders are good. Too many are being

suppressed, unfortunately, with centralized power from Rome and its
commands to the bishops who act as branch managers in order to save
their jobs so they don’t get canceled as they cancel traditional priests.
Bishop Rey in France and Bishop Fernandez in Puerto Rico are two

examples of Rome’s suppression, while the branch managers that do
cooperate are elevated to higher positions in the church of today.
Campus ministry varies, but some groups are very clear to impart
the Catholic faith without adulterating it to accommodate the feelings of
the students, rather to lead them strongly to Jesus.
I have not been to a seminary in a while. The men coming out seem
to know doctrine and tradition, even if they may be prohibited from
teaching it clearly or celebrating it liturgically.
Some bishops started
their own seminary ostensibly to teach theology and to form men into
their kind of priests. If the bishop is faithful to the traditional teachings of
the church, then it could be good. If he teaches socialism and worldly
values, God help us in what he is churning out of his seminary.
Catholics do lead the pro life movement, but some bishops are trying
to corrupt it by introducing climate, race, socialism, and other cultural
diversions into the movements.
Parishes are all over the page. While America may be better than
some other parts of the world, traditional pastors are sometimes silenced
or canceled by a bishop if the malformed laity of a parish complain.
Maybe some things in America are better than the rest of the world.
Yet with my experience of the church here in the U.S. needing an ever
deeper revival, then I hope Jesus intervenes very soon for His body the
church.
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Pope Francis leads a meeting with representatives of
bishops' conferences from around the world at the
Vatican Oct. 9, 2021. Also pictured is Maltese
Cardinal Mario Grech, secretary-general of the Synod
of Bishops. (CNS photo/Paul Haring)

His Eminence, Mario Cardinal Grech
General Secretary
Synod of Bishops
00120 Vatican City
Your Eminence:

The “National Synthesis of the People of God in the United
States of America for the Diocesan Phase of the 2021-2023
Synod,” prepared by the United States Conference of Catholic
Bishops, is a very disappointing document, not least because
it largely focuses on what the 1% of U.S. Catholics who
participated in these “synodal” discussions find wrong with
the Church — a roster of grievances that, unsurprisingly,
reflects both the progressive Catholic agenda in American
Catholicism and certain dominant (if false) impressions about
our local Church in Rome. But rather than amplify others’
critiques of the “National Synthesis,” I would like to share
with the General Secretariat of the Synod of Bishops some
good news about U.S. Catholicism: news that might well be of
interest to the universal Church as it considers its evangelical
future.
Catholic schools in America are a treasure the
country is beginning to recognize as such. When
America’s state-run schools were failing students and parents
during pandemic lockdowns, Catholic elementary schools
stepped into the breach, providing on-site and online
instruction that government schools were incapable of
mounting — thanks in large part to self-interested, unionized
teachers. By contrast, Catholic schoolteachers tend to think
vocationally, and that made a huge difference. Moreover,
Catholic schools in our inner-urban areas, like the new, stateof-the-art Mother Mary Lange School in Baltimore, are the
most effective anti-poverty program the U.S. Church has ever
devised — and they serve students from many religious
backgrounds.

The U.S. Church is experiencing something of a
Golden Age in Catholic campus ministry. This
encouraging fact of 21st-century U.S. Catholic life has many
expressions. There are vibrant ministries on major stateuniversity campuses; the most notable of these, at Texas A&M
University, has become a rich source of vocations to the
priesthood and religious life while preparing many Catholic
couples for marriage and family life. The Thomistic Institute,
initiated by the Dominican House of Studies in Washington, is
bringing serious Catholic content to 83 college and university
campuses this academic year; another Dominican initiative,
“Aquinas 101,” has 90,000 online subscribers, and its
imaginative expositions of Catholic philosophy and theology
have gotten over 5 million views on YouTube. The Fellowship
of Catholic University Students (FOCUS), a peer-to-peer
evangelization effort, is now present and actively serving on
195 U.S. and 8 international campuses.
Catholic seminaries have been thoroughly reformed.
While vocations to the priesthood are down over the past
decade — perhaps reflecting the constant criticism of priests
from Rome — American seminaries are in their best shape in
decades, and in all aspects of priestly formation: personal,
spiritual, intellectual and pastoral.
Catholics constitute a core constituency of the
vibrant American pro-life movement. Pope Francis has
spoken frequently about the dangers of a “throwaway culture.”
U.S. Catholics are doing something about challenging that, at
both ends of the life spectrum.

Vocations to consecrated life in the United States are
increasing where religious institutes embrace the
Gospel in full and live a distinctive manner of life.
Examples include the St. Joseph Province of the Order of
Preachers, the Dominican Sisters of St. Cecilia Congregation,
the Sisters of Life and the Religious Sisters of Mercy of Alma,
Michigan. As in other sectors of the world Church, Catholic
Lite is a failure in fostering American vocations to religious
life, while “all-in Catholicism” attracts some of our best young
people.
Younger Catholic scholars are leading a renaissance
of Catholic intellectual life. The most impressive
scholarship in U.S. Catholicism today is being done by men
and women who have transcended the liberal/conservative
dichotomies of the immediate post-Vatican II period, who
have embraced the Council’s teaching as authoritatively
interpreted by John Paul II and Benedict XVI, and who are
engaging a disturbed culture in order to convert it. Theirs is
the future, not the warmed-over Catholic Lite that has
returned to several pontifical universities in Rome.
Catholic parishes are livelier in the United States
than in virtually any other developed country. These
parishes have their challenges, to be sure, but they remain the
institutional bedrock of American Catholic life and are
engaged in a variety of innovative pastoral programs that seek
to engage the marginalized and disaffected – often aided by
dynamic Catholic associations like the Knights of Columbus,
another jewel in the U.S. Catholic crown, and by the creative
catechetical materials developed by the Augustine Institute
and Word on Fire.

I hope these brief notes help fill out the portrait of U.S.
Catholicism you have been sent by the bishops’ conference.
They tell a story the entire world Church needs to hear.
If you value the news and views Catholic World Report provides, please
consider donating to support our efforts. Your contribution will help us
continue to make CWR available to all readers worldwide for free,
without a subscription. Thank you for your generosity!
Click here for more information on donating to CWR. Click here to sign up
for our newsletter.

